Future perfect and future continuous.  Further practice.

Work with your partner. Use future perfect and future continuous tenses only.

Future continuous
subject + will + be + verb-ing
I         will   be     having       a bath
Future perfect
subject + will + have + verb past participle
She      will    have     finished    dinner

Tomorrow
	Complete this sentence about yourself:
	This time tomorrow I will (probably) be _________________________________________

	Now complete the question below and ask your partner... 
	What will you be ___________________________________ this time tomorrow?
	
	Use your partner's answer to complete the sentence below:
	___________(partner's name) will (probably) be __________________this time tomorrow

Food
	Complete this sentence about yourself:
	By the time I go to bed tonight, I ____________________(eat)__________________
	__________________________________________________________________today.
	
	Now complete the question below and ask your partner... 
	 By the time you go to bed tonight, what will___________________________ (eat) today?
	
	Use your partner's answer to complete the sentence below:
	By the time s/he goes  to be tonight, ___________________(partner's name) 
	will _________________(eat)  ________________________________________ today.

Work
	Complete these sentences about yourself:
	By the end of this week I will _______________(work) ______________hours.
	By the end of this year I will _____________________(be) a _____________(your job) 
	for_______________ years.

	Now complete the questions below and ask your partner... 
	How many hours will you __________________________(work) by the end of this week?
	What do you do?
	By the end of this year, how long will ____________________(be) a (job) ___________?

 	Use your partner's answer to complete the sentence below:
	______________(partner's name) will _______________(work) 	___________________ by the end of this week

By the end of this year ___________(partner's name) will __________(be) a 	__________(job) for _______________ years.

Studying

	By the end of the course we will _______________________ (study) for_____ hours.
	We will ____________________(do) __________ assignments and ___________tests.




Example answers

Tomorrow and next week

	This time tomorrow I will (probably) be having dinner
	Doris (partner) will (probably) be watching TV

Food
	By the time I go to bed tonight, I will have eaten a bowl of cereals, two sandwiches, 
	a bar of chocolate, a large piece of fish, two bowls of rice, some vegetables and an orange 	(today).

	Doris will have eaten three fish balls, a small bowl of rice, a chicken wing and a 
	packet of crisps (today).


Work

	By the end of this week I will have worked forty hours and Doris will have worked 58 hours.

	By the end of this year I will have been a secretary for seven years.

	By the end of this year Doris will have been an accounts clerk for 35 years.



Study

	By the end of the course we will have studied for 90 hours.
	We will have done four assignments and two tests.

